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INFO KIT LEARNING ACTIVITY 

TRAINING COURSE ‘How to mainstream Media Literacy and Thinking Competences in Youth 

Work?’ 
 

This info kit includes the sections: what, when, where, why, how, and who, and provides practical 
information about the activity, its preparations and logistics (accommodation, financial conditions, 
healthy safety measures, what to bring, etc). It also includes a provisional program of activities and ways 
to contribute on it.Please read this info kit carefully and do not hesitate to contact us in case you have 
questions.  Your contributions and feedback are always relevant and welcome. 

 

What? 

The international training course ‘How to mainstream Media Literacy and Thinking Competences 
in Youth Work?’ it’s a learning activity for youth workers organized within the framework of the Key 
Action 2 of the Erasmus + program of the European Commission-Strategic Partnerships in the Field 
of Youth. 

 
When?  
From 16 to 21 February 2022, including travel days. 
 
Where? 
 In Vilanova I la Geltrú (Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain). 
It is the capital city of the county of Garraf, located in the province of Barcelona (Catalonia, Spain). It is a 
small city 40 KM south of Barcelona, with a growing population of +60.000 people. It’s a major fishing port 
with a long history (+2500 years) reaching its heyday during the Romantic period in the XIX Century. The 
city is famous for its Carnival festival, gastronomy, summer music festivals and beaches. For more 
information about the city, you can check www.vilanovageltru.com. 

 

 

Why?  

 
The 2 main general objectives are: 
-To mainstream media literacy and thinking competence in youth work. 
-To collect and create tools we can use to encourage other (youth) NGOs to organize activities on 
both specific project competences. 
 
The 4 specific objectives are: 
-To reflect and understand the relevance and complexity of both project competences in these 
particularly difficult times, and its close connection with our role as youth NGOs. 
-To learn educational tools we can use to focus on the development of both competences during 
the organization, implementation and evaluation of the next project activities (and other 
initiatives NGOs are preparing). 
-To learn first-hand how non-formal and intercultural learning methodology can be valid to 
develop both competences successfully. 
 

http://www.vilanovageltru.com/
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-To encourage participants to take active role on next project activities, including the 
implementation of local activities and the elaboration of the toolkit. 
 

 

The 2 specific key competences (knowledge, skills and attitudes) we will focus on during the activity 
are, of course Media Literacy and Thinking Competences. 

 
The 3 specific foreseen results of the course are: 
-To build a team of individuals motivated to create and implement educational activities valid to 
develop both project competences during the project length.  
-To learn new activities, approaches and tools from each other. 
-To gain new ideas and inspiration to carry on new activities on both project competences.  
 
Activity will also encourage the realization of new projects related with the project topics, at 
local, regional and international level. 
 
Who?  
 
We plan to include the unique contributions, experience and know-how from the 5 project 
promoter organizations and from the 5 other non-governmental and not-for profit youth 
organizations that will take part of the activity (based on the 5 participating countries: Greece, 
Hungary, Italy, Portugal and Spain).  
 
Promoter organizations are the same 5 project partners: United Societies of Balkans; Együttható 
Közösségépítő Egyesület, Centro Internazionale Per La Promozione Dell'Educazione E Lo Sviluppo 
Associazione, Aventura Marâo Clube and Fundació Catalunya Voluntària.  
 
We foresee bringing together 21 individuals in total, youth workers who are organizational leaders, 
project managers, supervisors, trainers and educators, and young people with fewer opportunities.  
They will have the opportunity to run presentations, facilitate workshops and share tools and 
experience. 
  
The international team of facilitators/trainers is assembled by the members of the international 
project team. They are: 
 
-Yannis Tsotsos. Project manager at USB (networks@usbngo.gr). Based in Thessaloniki, Greece. 
 
-Judit Holba.  Project manager at EKE (judit.holba@egyutthato.eu) Based in Budapest, Hungary. 
 
-Sonia Nociforo. Project manager at CEIPES (sonia.nociforo@ceipes.org). Based in Palermo, Italy. 
 
-Miguel Pinto.. Project manager at AMC (jmrppinto@gmail.com). Based in Amarante, Portugal 
 
-Lluc Martí. Project manager at FCV (projectes@catalunyavoluntaria.cat). Based in Barcelona, 
Spain. 
 
How? 
 
Selection of participants 
When making the selection of the 3 individuals, each partner is responsible to follow the selection 
criteria, which is: 
-1 or 2 youth workers from the same partner organization. 
-1 or 2 youth worker from a different (youth) NGO. 

mailto:jmrppinto@gmail.com
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-Optional: 1 young person interested about the project topics and willing to be part of the next 
project activities with fewer opportunities (only if one youth worker from the partner organization 
will be participating -together with the national project coordinator-). 
 
Specific criteria: Language, age, personal situation and gender are also elements to consider when 
making the selection, since all participants must have good communication skills in English (only TC 
official language) and be over 18 years old. As said above, when selecting a young person interested 
about the project topic, we strongly encourage you to select a person with fewer opportunities. 
 
To ensure gender balance, our proposal is not to accept any participant from a gender if more than 
2/3 parts of the group is from that gender. It means that maximum 14 people out from 21 can be 
from the same gender. 
 
Preparation of participants:  
We strongly encourage you to convene at least one team building and preparatory meeting with 
selected participants in order to: 
 -ensure a clear understanding of the project main elements (objectives, activities, results, length); 
-ensure a clear understanding of their active role as participants (and the different roles they can 
undertake); 
-ask them what they would you like to learn in the course and what they would like to do during the 
activity (and complete the template); 
-ask them what they would like to do after the activity during the project length. 
-connect the activity with their personal (educational, professional) interests. 
-provide with information, support and guidance to assume some responsibilities in carrying out the 
program of activities (to prepare and present an educational tool: game, workshop, activity, 
practice or personal experience) 
 
Then, do bear in mind to take notes from that meeting (collect questions and suggestions) and at 
least one to take one nice picture (we will probably need it for the report of the project activities). 
 
The idea is to build an informal team (mixed and diverse) that can support each other and, under 
the overseeing of the national project coordinator, increase their degree of commitment and 
responsibility in achieving the project objectives. 
 
Collection and selection of the tools:  
Participants’ contributions will be collected in the preparatory phase and will be the ground for 
the whole group to learn and get ideas and inspiration for the next project activities, with an eye 
on the contents of the toolkit.  
 
A suggestion for the criteria to select the contributions is: 
-Useful (valid) to identify, recognize and evaluate one or two project competences: Media Literacy 
and Thinking Competences. 
-Original: created by the organization (or participant) by itself (or himself/herself). 
-Experimented: implemented by the promoter organization itself (or by participant himself/herself). 
-Connection with personal experience. 
-Easy/simple. 
-Adaptable to different target group and circumstances. 
-Brief (to give space to other contributions) 
 
Realization-What will happen from 16 to 21 February?  
 
Activity approach is to focus on existing practice and experience, in defining together the tools 
we are going to use and to decide some of the tools and activities we will implement in the next 
steps, which information we will assess to elaborate the contents of the toolkit and how the local 
activities can feed the toolkit contents. 
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The idea is to gain knowledge and confidence to implement new activities and undertake new roles 
(to facilitate a workshop, for example).  
 
We will use non-formal and intercultural learning methods, such as workshops, games, role-
plays, group exercises, assignments, etc. to ensure that learning occurs through action, 
observation, reflection and interaction among participants.  
 
Participants will have spaces in which to present their organization, their role and experience.  
 
The methods and tools to be presented will be decided by the team of facilitators once the profile, 
experience, proposals of the participants are known, as a result of the work of said team, who must 
ensure that the contents are relevant, the appropriate methods and that each session has a 
meaning in itself and in relation to the rest of the activities, maintaining a logic between all of them.  
 
The common goal is that each activity of the final program will have its own title, its specific 
objectives, will deal with clearly identified and relevant topics and will allow develop one or two of 
the key competences.  
 
We expect that everyone will feel confident to make presentations and facilitate workshops to 
present their respective NGO’s and personal experience.   
 
Considering the foreseen profile of participants, our suggestion is to devote time and space for 
not less than 5 workshops and for not less than for the same number of presentations run by 
participants. 
 
For that, we encourage partners to use the ‘workshop’ or the ‘presentation of experience’ 
template (below). 
 
Each day, a moment will be taken to reflect on what participants have learned (knowledge, skills 
and attitudes) and on the suitability of activities and adaptability of tools. Participants will be part of 
the same reflection group, which must make annotations related to the program, group 
atmosphere and logistics. 
 
On the last day, each participant will have a space to write their Youthpass certificates. 
 
Participants will be able to develop important new knowledge, skills and attitudes that they will be 
able to apply in their daily work with young people, in the 5 promoter organizations and in the 
other 5 youth organizations participating in the activity. 
 
Each day, the group will have time to reflect on the activity program and exchange views, identify 
the daily learning points, and consolidate their experience.  
 
As said, the final activity program will depend on the contributions of each of the 5 promoter 
organizations, and on the background and expertise of each of the 21 participants in the activity, 
including the team of trainers/facilitators, assembled by the 5 national project coordinators. 
 
Our approach is to keep the program provisional until it is done, to bring inside as many 
contributions from participants as possible. 
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Accommodation: 
 

The group will stay in Vilanova I la Geltrú (Barcelona) and will be accommodated at Hotel Cesar, in 
2, 3, 4 and 5-person bedrooms. Bed sheets and towels will be provided. 

Breakfast, lunch, dinner and coffee-breaks will be served in the same venue, where there is wifi, 
and a small indoor pool and sauna. 

Venue is located on the second sea line, at the ‘sea district’ (Barri de mar), that is a calm, peaceful 
and safe area, 15 minutes walking distance to the city center and train station.  

We have booked rooms and spaces for the activities, but we have not booked the whole hotel 
premises, meaning that the group will be sharing the common spaces with other hotel clients. 
Seminar activities will take place at the hotel premises and its surroundings, including the beach. 

 

Hotel address: Isaac Peral St. Nr 4-8, 08800 (Vilanova i la Geltrú, Barcelona).  
Website: http://www.hotelcesar.net/_eng/index.php 
Phone: +34 93 815 11 25. 

 
What to bring? 
 
It’s important to bring winter clothes, since the temperature in February could decrease to 5º 
degrees, being 5-15º the usual temperature during the day.  We suggest bringing a raincoat just 
in case and swim clothes if you want to use the (small) acclimatized indoor pool and the hotel 
sauna. 
 
Financial conditions 
 
Budget for the travel, according to the distance (up to 1999 KM) it is up to 275 € per person. 
 
Bear in mind that the arrival day is 16th February, preferably in the morning, and the departure day 
is 21st February, at any time. 
 
Accommodation, food, materials, masks, hydro-alcoholic gel and local transport will be provided by 
the organizers free of charge. There’s no participation fee. 
 
Health safety measures: 
 
Due to the COVID 19 global pandemic, there are some rules to enter Spain that are changing from 
country to country, the reason why we will send you separate emails to make sure you have the 
corrected and updated information. 

 
The common regulations are that before to travel all passengers MUST complete a health 
control form and obtain a QR Code to travel, from https://www.spth.gob.es/ 
 
Once in Spain, to move around, it is COMPULSORY by law to wear a mask in the public transport 
and in all indoor places, including common spaces inside of the hotel, with a penalty fine of at 
least 100€ for not wearing a mask  or not wearing it properly, covering both nose and mouth. It’s 
NOT compulsory to bring masks outdoors, except if there is no physical distance of 1,5 M 
between individuals.  We will provide you with one sanitary mask per day. 
 
Currently, there are no further restrictions or limitations. In fact, in Spain more than 80% of the 
adult population is vaccinated.  Despite having some transmission and new infected people every 
single day, the public health system is not under stress. 
 
 

http://www.hotelcesar.net/_eng/index.php
https://www.spth.gob.es/
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For any additional information about the travel limitations we suggest checking the official pages 
from the World Health Organization and the Spanish Ministry of Health and Foreign Affairs. 
https://travelsafe.spain.info/es/ 
 
Please remember to bring the European Health Card or private insurance Card in case you have it. 
 
How to reach Vilanova I la Geltrú from the Barcelona airport? 
 
Since we will be waiting for you in Vilanova train/bus station, we need to inform you about how to 
travel from the BCN airport to Vilanova I la Geltrú (35 KMs south). 
 
From Barcelona airport (code BCN, named ‘Josep Tarradellas’ and based in Prat de Llobregat, 
Barcelona), to Vilanova I la Geltrú, there are 2 ways of transport: Bus and Train. Both ways are 
convenient. We suggest you go by bus if you arrive at Terminal 1 and to go by train if you arrive at 
Terminal 2.  
 
If your flight arrives at Terminal 1, you can get the bus to Vilanova I la Geltrú at the Terminal 1 bus 
stop. Bus departures are from 6:50 to 23:50, twice each hour, at min 20 and at min 50.  It takes 1 
hour to reach the last stop: the train/ bus Station of Vilanova (address: ‘Pl Eduard Maristany’)’. Bus 
ticket price is 9.25€.  You can check the bus schedule at this link https://www.busgarraf.cat/wp-
qbicus/uploads/2021/10/Vilanova_Les-Roquetes_Sitges_Aeroport_Bellvitge.pdf (in Catalan).  
If your flight arrives at Terminal 2, to take the bus to Vilanova you need to take the free shuttle bus 
to reach Terminal 1. It stops at the bus station in Terminal 1.  
 
Another option is to take a train to go from the airport to Vilanova. Train station is at Terminal 2. 
If your flight arrives at Terminal 1, to take the train to Vilanova you need to take the free shuttle bus 
to reach Terminal 2. It stops in the Terminal and you will need to walk a bridge/corridor to get to 
the train station, just in front of the Terminal 2B.  To reach Vilanova by train you need to stop at the 
first stop (El Prat de Llobregat), where you need to change platform to take another train.   
 
Train from the airport (Terminal 2) to El Prat de Llobregat departs twice every hour at min 08 and at 
min 38 (last one at 23:38) and to reach El Prat takes 7 min only. Then, another train from El Prat to 
Vilanova departs twice every hour, at min 26 and at min 56, except the last two trains: at 22:47 and 
at 23:47, and to reach Vilanova takes 33 min. Only trains with last stop ‘Vilanova’ or ’St Vicenç’ stop 
in ‘Vilanova’. We suggest you check this info at the front of the train and in the screens’ platform. 
 Price for the train ticket is 4.6€. Important: you need the train ticket to go out from the Vilanova 
train station. 
You can check the train schedule at this link: https://www.renfe.com/es/en/suburban/suburban-
barcelona/timetables 
 
Don’t forget to keep all your travel documents, including boarding passes and bus/train tickets 
to/from the airport, to/from Vilanova, and from/to your city. 
 
We kindly ask you to send a whatsapp (or sms) to +34 638181204 (Lluc) once you get in the bus or 
at the train, to wait for you in Vilanova train/bus station and go with you to the hotel by car.  
 
If your luggage is not heavy and you feel like walking to the Hotel, we will also appreciate receiving 
a Whatsapp message from you once you are on your way to Vilanova. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.renfe.com/es/en/suburban/suburban-barcelona/timetables
https://www.renfe.com/es/en/suburban/suburban-barcelona/timetables
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Activity calendar: 
 
The deadline to complete the registration form (selection of participants) is 7 January 2022. 
Registration form at this link: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc3iDRPSbNubOv6MXJ5b1dortaOSjqKoOEHvdj3J5apPx
QaOA/viewform  
 
The deadline to make the purchase of the flight tickets is 14 January 2022. 
 
The 1st team meeting is scheduled at 9/12/2021 at 15:00 CET time. Its aim is to discuss and agree 
on the main project elements: contents, methodology and results, after collect the feedback and 
contributions from the team. 
 
The 2nd team meeting is scheduled 13/1/2022 (time to confirm). Its aim is to accommodate the 
experience/know-how and expectations of participants and distribute tasks among the team. 
 
As said above, there will be preparatory meetings (online or offline) convened by each partner 
organization. 

 
For any further information or comment, please contact us at projectes@catalunyavoluntaria.cat 
 
 
Lluc Martí  
 
(+34638181204)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc3iDRPSbNubOv6MXJ5b1dortaOSjqKoOEHvdj3J5apPxQaOA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc3iDRPSbNubOv6MXJ5b1dortaOSjqKoOEHvdj3J5apPxQaOA/viewform
mailto:projectes@catalunyavoluntaria.cat
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CALL FOR WORKSHOPS 

 
SESSION OUTLINE TEMPLATE 

 

Title of the 
session/workshop 

Insert the title of the session 

Time 45 min. In case you need more time please inform us in advanced 

Aim and objectives Include the main aim and the specific objectives for the session 

Competences 
addressed 

Include the project competence/s addressed 

Step by step 
methodology  

Include the methods used. Insert a step by step description of what will happen 
in each moment of the session. 

Expected outcomes Include main expected outcomes 

Evaluation Include the methods used to evaluate the session. 

Do you need a 
screen, projector 
and internet 
connection? 

Yes or no 

Do you need 
anything else?  

Include the materials you need to use for the session, if any. 

 
CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS OF EXPERIENCES, TOOLS AND PRACTICES 

 
SESSION OUTLINE TEMPLATE 

 

Title of the presentation Insert the title of the experience, tool or practice 

Time Up to 20 min. In case you need more time please inform us in advanced 

Aim  Include the main aim for the session 

Summary Sum up in not more than 3 sentences what you would like to present 

Web links If any 

Do you need a screen, 
projector and internet 
connection? 

Yes or no 

Do you need anything 
else?  

Include the materials you need to use for the session, if any. 
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